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PART 8B: TRANSFERRING OF SPIRITS

TRANSFERENCE OF SPIRITS IN THE WILDERNESS
q Korah, Dathan and Abiram were filled with the spirit of Satan. They
immediately set out to spiritually contaminate as many others as they could.
They were able to snare 250 of the chief leadership of the children of Israel.
A spiritual rebellion like this must be confronted in the spirit world, not in the
flesh. Numbers 16:4-11
q The rebels refused to come to the tabernacle when Moses called them. They
used the same argument against Moses which the Devil has used to create
strife and splits among fellow believers and that has been used over and over
again in churches for the last 2000 years. verses 12-14
q Moses took the matter to God. verse 15-18
q Korah moved most of the people against Moses. verse 19
q God spoke and demanded a separation. verses 20-27
q Then came the judgment. verses 28-33
q Despite the fact that the judgment of God fell on the rebels, Satan had
spiritually infected the entire congregation so that they believed the judgment
on the rebels were not of God, b ut of Satan. verses 41
§ Ascribing something that God has done to be the work of the Devil is
blasphemy of the Holy Spirit! This sin is so serious that God will not
forgive it. The Devil through the Jewish leadership tried the same trick at
the time of Jesus, but he called the m on their lie. Matthew 12:22-34
§ The Bible tells us that the last attack on the human race by the Devil will
be through deception. Revelation 20:7-10
q Moses had to intercede again on behalf of the people so they would not all
die. Numbers 16: 42-48
q A large number of the people were killed; they were too contaminated by evil
spirits to be redeemed. Numbers 16: 49-50

WHAT SPIRIT IS IN YOU?
q Listen to Peter’s warning. II Peter 2:9-22
Are you protecting your anointing? Are you allowing other people to infect you
with spirits from Satan? There is only one defense – walk in the light!
I John 1:4-10
Do you have an ear to hear with?
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